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A FEHALE' S VI E\V OF SPORTS 

Although my entrance into the world as the first child of 

my parents was, I know, a joyous one, there was one drawback: 

I was a female. However, this drawback did not disconcert my 

father, an athlete and coach himself, who longed to train a son 

in the intricacies of the baseball swing and the basketball dribble. 

He taught me anyway. 

Therofore, I did not bother myself with foolishness such 

as dolls, dresses, make-up, or boyfriends. I was interested in 

playing ball, or any game that involved skill and competition. 

I was, and will admit it freely, a tomboy. 

However, in our culture a female must realize that women 

athletes ar3 not as accepted as those of the male species. 'Nomen 

are expected not to demand the same advantages as men do and not 

to have the same competitive nature as a man. Moreover, women 

who participate in sports or who enjoy watching sports are often 

defonsive about these aspects of their lives. Therefore, the thesis 

which follows is my defense of sport--its problems, benefits, values; 

and a look at the society of which it is a part. I am not an 

athlete who is going to write a paper on sports, but a person 

interested in athletics who will do an intellectual defense and 

analysis of sports. My defense begins. 

My early heroes were not Florence Nightingale, Peggy 
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Fleming, or Saint Bernadette, like those of my classmates. On 

the contrary, I emulated Pete Rose and Bart Starr. (I'm glad 

that girls today have women athletes like Chris Evert Lloyd, 

Nancy Lopez, and Dorothy Hamill to look up to.) I saw Pete for 

the first time whon I went to Crosley Field, in tho fourth grado, 

to watch the Reds of Cincinnati play the Pirates of Pittsburgh. 

When I saw the player with his hair in a crewcut, hustling allover 

the field, I knew he was for me. From that time on, my Reds' cap 

was almost inseparabl~: from my head. I played the game, all games 

at that, with aggressiveness and tenacity, and a temper. Whenever 

my team lost, I threw the bats, ball, and my fists. I guess that 

the coolness of Bart Starr never rubbed off on me. I spent many 

Sunday afb:o'rnoons watching him guidG my favorite football t;.,;am, 

the Packers of Green Bay, to victory over their poor foes. For 

backyard football games my grGen and gold jersGY, number fifteen, 

of course, was a fixture. However, football never bGcame my true 

love, because I discovered something about myself which is still 

true tOday: when it comes to true violence, that is, the crunching 

of body aeainst body, I am a chicken at heart. 

On the other hand, Pete Rose and Bart Starr were never afraid: 

they showeo the courage necessary to be a great athlete. Rose 

never hesitated to knock down a catcher on his way to home plate, 

and Starr stood firm in the rush of the defense. In my opinion, 

those men are heroes. They S8smeu infallible, always making the 

right play at the right time, steady, consistent, always giving 

their best effort against all the bad odds. They played like they 

loved it, and they did, and I always liked to think that they would 



play for free. Why, I would play for nothing! It would be an 

honor to plcq. 

All tho past legends and heroes had the same image for me: 

unselfish, consistently outstanding, and basically good guys. 

But in the contemporary world of sports, where are the heroes? 

To whom can you point and say, there is a parson whose picturo I 

want to hang on my wall? Is there a Joe DiMaggio, a Rocky Mar

ciano, or a man or woman who can dO what Jackie Robinson did for 

the black race? Can ',\'e turn to any athlete and say, "Th(~re' s 

the perfect athlete"? 

I ~ould like to have a hero, to hang a poster of an athlete 

whom I truly admire on my wall. However, in my opinion, there is 

j 

no such person today. Take, for example, the case of my ex-hero, 

Pete Rose. I know that the Reds should have paid Rose millions of 

dollars for the t~fforts that he gave that team, and that Pete earned 

all that he COJld get. But, Pete, why did you have to sell your 

wares like a coast-to-coast Avon lady? I kept expecting Pete to 

call a press conference and proclaim, "HOnf)Y isn't i3verything. 

It 11 stay here in Cincinnati whers the pea pIc love me. It EO',i} ever, 

what happened to Pete and all athletes is not entirely the fault 

of the ath13tes. Whose fault, therefore, is it? Is it the fans' 

fault, ~hos3 unquenchable desire for winning has caused even 

amateur athletic organizations such as some colleges to do anything, 

legal or illegal, to win? Is it the owners' fault, those men who 

are willing to pay an orclinary athlete an exorbitant amount of 

money to play for their clubs? Should we blame inflation, television, 

corporations, or schools? In a way, many of us must share sarno of 
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the blame. We are all a part of the mechanism that makes sports 

what they are today: our society. 

Our society determines to a great extent the values and 

attitudlJs of everyone in it and of all its institutions. Government, 

education, cn tertainm'm t, tho mass media, the business world, and 

also sports (all parts of society) are influenced by the values 

and attitudes of that society. 

Le~ me discuss, then, some of the values which, in my 

opinion, degrade and harm our society. First is narcissism. 

Narcissism is love of self, ignoring the needs and desires of 

others :in ord ar to car; only for yours elf. Christopher Lasch, in 

his book The Culture of Narcissism, wrote, u'ro live for the moment 

is the prevailing passion--to live for yourself, not for your pre

decessors or postsri ty.1T 1 People VJho hold those narcissistic 

values refuse to accept responsibility for their actions, no matter 

how harrnful they are to othurs. Take as an example abortion. One 

million times a year a woman who becomes pregnant refuscs the 

responsibility of giving nine months of her life for a child's 

life. She instead aborts that life. She thinks only of herself, 

not of tho baby or ths- parents who might adopt it. Certainly thl" 

abortion rate of our society reflects harshly upon us all. 

Another degrarling set of values that I see in our society 

is that of the love for money, or greed. It seems that many 

people would do anything for a buck. Money is the key to existence 

in today's society. Money, some think, can buy happiness. I 

think that it is a sad world when we do anything for money or 

judge people by the amount of money that they possess. Greed is 
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a prevalent attitude in our society, and a very influential onc. 

The final societal influence that I would like to present is 

that of trivialization. Many of our cultural institutions, including 

sports, are essentially non-utilitarian activities. They do not 

balance the budget, bring pea~e to the world, or foed tungry 

people. But it i,s th; illusion of importance, or what Christopher 

Lasch describes as II ••• the investment of seemingly trivial 

activity with serious int::mt," 2 that giv()s valui_; to sporU" the 

theatrc, or a concurt. Therefore, when wo lose the illusion of 

importance, ws are left with just another television show, or a 

trivial, insignificant QV3nt. 

How are these values reflected in sport? You s~c it all the 

time. 
/ 

All the expos,:'~, indictme,nts of sport, and frustrations of 

the fans show us that people are getting tired of all tho money 

problems in sports, of the selfish athletes and owners, and of 

sports becoming more spectacle and entertainment than sport. 

There is no doubt in my mind that the same narcissism which is 

evident in our society is also infiltrating our sports. Athletes 

are becoming as self-oriented as any "average" person. An athlete 

these days seeme to want to build up the best statistics and 

reputation for himsol f in ordc;r to sell himself to the highest 

bidder, be it a ball club or a television producer. Perhaps this 

narcissism is a great cause of tho lack of team loyalty, on the 

part of players and fans, which has become evident in recent years. 

How can a team expect loyal fans when the players will loaVQ at 

any mom?nt for more money or for a better commercial market? Tho 

reason that I can no longer bu a Pete Rose or a Cincinnati ROdS' 

fan is because I was hurt when Rose left Cincinnati over money. 



As I said earlier, it was both parties' fault; but why couldn't 

they have thought of all the fan& like me, who wanted to see Pete 

in a Red's uniform for another five years? 

However, thore is another view on the loss of team loyalty. 
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In many cases fan and player loyalty is tied to the image of the 

area that the team represents. For example, the Pittsburgh 

Steelers represent a tough, hard-working region, a people who gets 

up after it has been knocked down. Today, regions that used to 

represent qualities like Pittsburgh does have become homogeneous 

with all other regions. Rooting for the Green Bay Packers no 

longer means rooting for a special Lombardian image; it means 

rooting for a bad football team. In addition, representing a 

unique region such as Green Bay, Cincinnati, or Pittsburgh probably 

means nothing to the athletes who come from a region far removed 

from these or those who do not know geography and United States 

history. 1\;0 matter vvhat the cause is, the loss of team loyalty 

by players and fans alike is to be mourned by all who are true 

sports fanE. 

Another set of values that I see moving rapidly into the 

world of sports is that of greed, or love of money_ Contract 

breakings, free agent bidding, franchises moving, ticket prices 

rising, salaries being widely discussed, and all the rest indicate 

that sports are becoming just a business. I wish that more sports 

leaders would realize that people will go to their games and ~atch 

them on tolevision bocausJ thuy are an escape or diversion from 

the "real ',,-orld" of business and greed. Sports are being chc~apcned 

and ruined by all those money problems. If I want to road about 
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money and contracts, I'll buy a Wall Street Journal. At least 

once the athletes take tho fiald, they are concerned only with the 

game itself, thinking about INinning that particular event. However, 

I am concerned when an athlete like St. Louis Cardinal shortstop 

Garry Templeton says that he will not play his best unless he is 

paid more. I hope that there are no more cases like this one: 

athletes holding back their services in order to increase their 

salary or publicity level. 

Finally, I am concerned that sports in our society are: 

being trivialized. One medium that especially does this is 

television. The networks add so much extra "hype" that the game 

becomes juc:t a piece of the whole entertainment package. The 

announcers try to entertain us with non-stop chatter or by 

explaining every little detail as if we were third-graders. The 

team management itself tries to amuse the spec tators Vii th flashy 

scoreboards, Super-Chicken mascots, ballgirls dressed in short 

shorts who couldn't catch a ball if their life depended on it, 

and gaudy uniforms. Of course, we cannot ignore the Dallas Cow

boy CheerlE'ad ers, the Honey Bears, the Pac e-Mates, and all the 

other groups who bring the element of sex into the arena. I'm 

worried that it is not sport anymore: it is a spectacle. The 

game itself is enough to hold my attention; I wonder how many 

other people can do without the artificial extras? 

But another point must be addressed: perhaps we, the 

spectators, are being selfish. Should we be happy that the athletes 

are getting more money for their talents and better opportunities 

to get this money? Should we appreciate the fact that college 
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athletes are getting many opportunities and advantages above and 

beyond thosz) of "regular" students? Perhaps we are the selfish 

ones. But I claim that we are not. 

If sports were mlH'ely +2ntertainment, VJe would be unjust 

in despising athletes because they further their own interests by 

salary disputes, free agency, endorsements, and by their media 

celebrity status. Fo'::' example, we arc not outraged when a television 

celebrity like Johnny Carson or film actors such as Marlon Brando 

earn millions of dollars for a minimum of actual screen time. 

We are not angry when it costs $40 million to produce a movie. 

However, as ChristophGr Lasch has written, the resentment of these 

qualities in sports " ••• indicates the persistence of a need to 

believe that sport represents something more than entertainment • 

Indeed, the origin of sport was not in entertainment but in 

religio:1.. The ancient Olympic Games in Greece probably started in 

1300 B.C. These ancient Greeks believed that the vigor expended 

in sports was transferred to growth and fertility. Even today 

we see nations striving to show their vitality through success in 

international sport. By 700 B.C. the Olympic Games, held once 

. . 

every four years, were five days of sacrifices, religious ceremonies, 

races, wrestling, and arts in honor of the god Zeus. The Olympic 

Games were ended at the end of the fourth century A.D. during the 

Christian suppression of paganism. As McIntosh cone 1udes, "The 

beginning and the end of the Olympic Games ~2re thus determined 

by curr::mt religious thought and practice. 1I4 

TOday, sports have many elements of religion. Michael Novak, 

in his definitive work The Joy of Sports, lists many of these 

,,3 



qualities. These include: sports' organization and structure; 

the customs that develop; the difference between right and 

wrong; the professional lIwatchdogs ll who supervise; the high 

levels of awareness that are achieved by all involved; finally, 

Fate's rola in the outcome of events.5 

There are many more similarities which could be noted here. 

Bu t the arO'1a is our cathedral, the a thletos our priests, and we 

are the fans (a word which has as its origin the Latin word 
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fanum, meaning temple). As Michael Novak has '.'Jri tten, 11 . . • sports 

flow ou-~ward into action from a deep natural impulse that is 

radically religious: an impulse of freedom, respect for ritual 

limits, a zost for symbolic meaning, and a longing for perfection 

Sports are, as it were, natural religions.,6 

A person need go no further than his local gymnasium or 

stadium for proof that sports are not merely entertainment. 

People consistently attend athletic contests, and no matter what 

the occasion, most of them are not too shy to let their feelings 

about the contest go unspoken. Fans do not sit passively as in a 

theatre, bt..:_t become as much a part of the game as the players, 

coaches, or Officials are. If you doubt this assertion, recall 

that several years ago the Notre Dame crowd won thl? most valuable 

player awru'd during a nationally broadcasted basketball game. 

Therefore, when sports become trivialized, money-permeated, 

and self-centered, the sacred structures surrounding them break 

down, and sports become entertainment, or spectacle. A spectacle 

. . . 

is a circus, a magic act, a parade, or a half-time show. Sports 

fans are not selfish when they demand something more than spectacle. 



They are not selfish when they feel cheated by highly-paid 

athletes with little loyalty to the team. They are just lamenttng 

the loss of an institution to which they have long had a devotion: 

the religion of sports. 

There are other aspects of sports which I also think are 

wrong; however, I do not vvant to discuss them further because I 

do not want to sound overly dismal and pessimistic. I like sp0rts 

because of the games themsol ves--what goes on during the garne, not 

in the contract hassles, the television broadcasts, or the bank. 

I have experienced sports through participation and observation, 

and I know that I have gained from both. 

I think that th8re are many positive reasons for a person 

to become involved in sports or any activity outside of school 
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and work. First, involvoment makes you more than a one-sided 

person. It gives you experiences, perceptions, and attitudes 

different from those you acquire just going to school, as in my 

case. ~ext, sports, or other activities, are an outlot for energy 

and frustration that might be spent otherwise on an ulcer or 

nervous breakdown. 

An additional benefit from participation in sports is 

friendship. I have made many friends as a result of participation 

in sports, and some of them--close friends. There is something 

unique about joining with a group of girls with one goal in mind, 

for example, a state championship; practicing very hard, p(:;rforming 

your best, and finally sharing in the outcome, good or bad. The 

experience is vdry different from just being in class with someone. 

It is somehow more lasting and special. Michael Novak calls this 



experience the t1bond of brothers l1 --or in my case, the bond of 

sisters. He describes this bond as a struggle against death, as 

symbolized by defeat. 7 It is living in a community, subordinating 

yourself and your self-centered talents for the many-centered-ness 

of the team.. Novak conclUded, "'l'hc point of team sports is to 

afford access to a level of being not available to the solitary 

individual, a form of life ablaze with communal possibility.1l8 

In addition, there are the benefits that fall under the 

1 1 

category of what Novak calls self-discovery: gaining self-confidence, 

strengthening your body, and b~coming a better person under pressure. 

Each sport also teachHS you humility and reconciliation. 9 I arr: sure 

that for 8ach time I have triumphed over someonc, I have been 

humbled by another. In sports, one learns how to deal with defeat 

and learns th0 lesson of humility. Another lesson, that of 

reconciliation, was also learned by me through sports. During 

any contest, as player or spectator, you hate your rivals. However, 

after tho contest is through, you appreciate the talent and skill 

of your rivals and reconcile with them. Finally, through sports 

, " I" . t 10 you Q1SCOVer your lml s. There are many people who lack the 

talent of others, but through a knowledge of what their bodies are 

capable of doing they are able: to surpass the more talented ones. 

And by competition, by trying to surpass others or the goals we 

have set for ourselves, we can learn our limits. We discovcr 

ourselvcs. 

A discovery that I made through sports was learning how to 

control my temper. As I said earlier, I used to have a hot t8mpor. 

How (wer, when I first played on teams I notic cd t.ha t tempers ',~,' er,; 



neither stylish nor approved of. I gradually curbed mine, much 

to my satisfaction. In conclusion, I think that anyone who has 

never had tte opportunity to be on a sports team, whether he liked 

it or not, has been deprivsd of a meaningful experience. 

Concerning the case of being a spectator of sports, I do 

not consider the hundreds of hours that I have spent watching 

sports, either in person or on television, to have boen wasted. 

(I am not speaking of "Trashf3ports", of course, tho[3u con tri verJ 

affairs played merely for money.) Maybe another person would say 

that \'latching sports is wasteful, but not 1. Whcm I vlatch a game', 
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practically any game, I foel the struggle and the desire to succeed. 

I want to take the bat and whack the ball, or go in and play defense 

on a player so tightly that he can't move. I feel anger at the 

errors, joy at the successes, and relief when it is finally all 

over and oni~ team has settled the issue. 

Of course, all fans can feel the suspense and drama of an 

event. But a[-3 Novak has pointed out, a true fan appreciates the 

precision, ~eauty, and strugglu involved in the contost. 11 ~hat 

makes a contest special are thoso moments when a playor executes 

a play pc;rf,'"c tly. Th,' play lasts but a moment, bu t the me:llory is 

etched in your mind. For exarnple, Pet(o Rose's swinging the bat 

and getting a single, Gale Saysrs' running with the football, 

or a local basketball star's jump shot. I can still remember 

Sam Drummer jumping so high in the air and lofting a soft, arching 

shot that hit nothing but net. 

Spectatorship d00s not have to be a passiv~ experience. 
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Christopher Lasch writes that, provided the performance; has quality 

enough to stir up an emotional response, through spectatorship we 

find standards by which to judge ourselves. We enter the world of 

the athlete imaginatively, experiencing the pain of defeat or the 

joy of triumph. 12 By wa tchi ng Larry Bird play basketball, a l(c;sser 

player can set a standard for himself: to be able to shoot as well, 

to develop his passing ability to Bird's level, or to have such 

calmnGss and intensi ty on the: court. In addition, w(; can say: 

I could hav'>' caught that ball; or pt~rhaps, w c, can drc,am: I \'/oulcJ 

Ii kG to try to play centerfield for the Reds someday. Roger Kahn 

in the BQ;Ys of Summ::;r, a book examining baseball's old Brooklyn 

DOdgers, vo:Lc es this feeli.ng oxac tly: "In tho i.n timacy of Ebbets 

Field it was a short trip from the grandstand to the fantasy that 
1'; 

you wer(: in the game." -} Some of us still make that trip. 

An example of one of the most E::njoyable spectator cxperi-

ences is, i'1 my opinion, bas,aball's Chicago White Sox. 'The ball-

park, which is not huge and plastic like so many of the newer 

stadia, seems so natural and fitting for baseball. There's 

natural gra3s, yes, the real live stuff growing there! The fans 

really get involvc~d in thl::' game. 'fhey chant, cheer, boo, and even 

sing "'fake .:1e Out to the Ballgame ll in the midd le 0 f the s oventh 

inning, led by none other than broadcastor Harry Caray himself. 

f.ly favori t(=: part is wh,m, afLT the Sox have put their oppon::nt~~ 

away in defeat, all the fans sing these words, over and over: 

"Na, na:, na, na; na, na, na, na; hey, hey, hey, good-bye!" Ono 

never hears anything like that at Cincinnati's Riverfront Stadium. 



I know that the majority of the fans come from Indiana, Kentucky, 

West Virginia, and other Ohio cities, not Cincinnati itself. 

The people are tourists, not fans in the trUG sense of the word. 

Now in Chicago, they are fans--they have to be to watch their 

teams lose £30 often. Now, if the Sox could only win more games • 

J have b8en examining the problems and benefits of sports 

in our society with a heavy emphasis on professional sports. 

However, th.:, sa'lle problems and benefits can be applied at any 

level. I have placed a heavy emphasis on professional sports 

because they are the ones which are first showing tho influences 

and sicknes.3es which ail our society. ThesG influ·,;nc(:,s are also 

entering amateur sports. 

For example, it is a wall-accepted facl that college and 
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uni vers:L ty G ports programs are the "farm systems" for professional 

team.s. Athletes attend many schools only for athletic training 

and then never graduate. Recont scandals at Arizona State Univer-

sity and the University of New Mexico demonstrate to what lengths 

a school will go in order to insure a 'winning program, at the c:x-

pens2 of the athletes. At New Mexico, for instance, an associate 

athletic director estimates that around 25% of the basketball 

1 . t lL~ 'y t h 01 payers gradua e. ;ha appens to the 75~ who do not graduate 

and who do not get a position in professional basketball? As 

Peter Axthelm has 'v'iri t ten, IT • • • one of the prime jus tifica tions 

for college athletics involves a different level of responsibility. 

When school officials recruit prospects of marginal educational and 

social devGlopment, they owe the kids more guidance than dirclctions 

to the hOOf. A few ijealists among us even think that they o~e tham 
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earn their degrees--th0y use the school for its athletic fund and 

program, and the school in turn uses the athletes to sell tickets, 

build larger stadia, and win championships which insure more "bluc-

chip" athletes. The athletic program. can do great things for schools. 

It can bring together all parts of the university, professors, 

students, staff, and also the citizons of the community. It can 

give them pride and som~thing to brag about. But a university 

should be more than a strong football team: it should prepare 

every student for a productive life. In addition, amateur athletics 

in general should not be run with any purpose in mind but to test 

tho ability of tho athlete; not for national or school glory but 

for perc;onal achievement. As Christopher Lasch has written, 

"Games quickly lose:; thuir charm when forced into the service of 

education, eharac tiT (8velop~·:?nt, or social improvement. 1116 

rJ:his is one reason that I have such high hopes for v,om:en IS 

athletics, particularly on the collago lavel: women have a chance 

to avoid tho errors that men have made. They have a chance to 

build progr.suns for true student-athletes and for participation. 

However, I am sad to see that wompn are recruiting, giving scholar-

ships, and emphasizing winning just like their male counterparts. 

have done. It is too bad that history must repeat itself. 

I I d lik,:; to pause her'; to recap vlhat I have discussed so far. 

I have related some of my athletic experiences and the benefits I 

havcl received from sports; I have writt~n about tho values and 

wrongs in our soci~ty that have degraded our sports; finally, 



I have triGd to defend being a female who is interested in sports. 

However, I think that it is time for me to offer somo romeaius for 

our sports culture. I ~ould like to begin by going back in tim~-

by approximatoly fifty years. 
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In the 1920's there wore no radiOS, televisions, or media 

other than the newspapGrs which publicized sports. Sports were much 

more simple in those days. Men's sports were practically free from 

scandal, scholarships, and professionalism. (One notable exception 

was the Black Sox Scandal in baseball in 1920.) Teams certainly 

wanted to win, but th~y would not cheat or steal from tho opponent 

to do so. Even women were involved in the high school and college 

sports scenes. One such woman was Ruth Jones, who happened to 

grow up and become my grandmother. She offered me somo interesting 

insights into the world of sports as she knew it, in tho 1920's. 

Ny grand;nothor waE; activo in track, dancing, and basketball 

in high school; and sh(; vias a physical 'Jducation major at Indi.ana 

State Normal Collece-Eastern Division, which is no~ Ball Stat~ 

Uni versJ_ ty. During th se: year~; she oxperienc ed a very wid e rang(~ 

of athletic eVc'onts, in class and in competition. Why did she choos8 

to study physical education and to participate in s~orts? First, 

she loved to be activ;;. EX8rcisc \'Jas a great part of her grorjing: u:.o 

on her }arcnts' farm. She also enjoyed competing, acquiring new 

skills, and achieving new levcls through sports. Overall, sh~ 

believed very strongly in the motto that her high school physical 

education teacher wrote in her yoarbook: a sound mind and a sound 

body. She still b(;li:v8s very E,trongly that sports should be:.; 
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played for fun and the joy that they can bring. 

She, along with many of her friends, gained many benefits 

from sports. They gained not only fitness of body, but also an 

understanding of other people and how to get along with them. They 

also treasure the memories of competition and achievement. 

Host of all, Grandmothor remembers the joy of sports and the 

friendships that she gained. She believes that we are losing this 

joy today, and that we are also not providing children with activities 

or exercise~3 that they can continue throughout their lives. Sound 

bodies a.re still important today. 

What, then, arc: ideal sports? I think that many of the qual

ities of these ideal sports arc found in the concepts of the 1920's, 

such as competition, skills, achievument, fun, fitness, and personal 

growth. 

First, I believe that sports should be played for the sake 

of playj_ng. Winning should be a goal, of course. I find it 

impossible to participate in any competition without the idea of 

being the b3st. I also think that coaches should instill in their 

athletes the desire to win. However, winning should not be the 

only goal. In other Dords, if one does not win, he should not 

become angry or think that the experience has been wasted. Ideally, 

sports Bhould be people participating as a team or as individuals, 

competing against others or themselves, and doing the best they 

can. If you win, fine; if not, at least you tried your best. 

Next, what is valued in my vision of perfect sport differs 

from what is valued tOday. Personal glory, money, or other material 

objects are not important. Valued are doing your best, gaining new 



skills, achieving new levels of personal and physical gro~th, 

building friendships, and, abovo all, having fun. I hope that 

I can look back fifty years, as my Grandmother can do, and say, 

"I really had fun playing ball. I wish I could still do that!" 

In ac.di tion, I believe that id eally VJ e should gi Vl: c'v~3ryon'::' 

a chanco to participate: vJhen VJ3 have a game. Especially in our 

society, it seems that only the "starsl! get to play. EVfc,ryone, 

not just thE) ll s t ars l!, should have the opportunity to cxp',-~riencG 

some spcrts situation. This is espGcially relevant for younger 

childre~. ~oo many young spirits have been crushed by egotistical 

parents and win-oriented coaches. Let's teach them how to play 

and let them have fun: that is what sports should be all about. 

Finally, sports should make people fit and giv~ everyone 

the knowledge to stay physically fit. Perhaps we are too team

oriented no~: we emphasize sports that require too much equipment 

and too many pGople. Particularly helpful, then, ~ould be the 

developr'Ient of lifelong activities: those sports such as tennis, 

racquetball, swimming, jogging, and bicycling which offer somo 

degree of fitness and which one can play throughout his lifetime 

and without much inconvenience. 

This idGal in sports would require a special society. As 

I have discussed abov0, contemporary socioty is winning-orientod, 

"now"-o:ricn tc;d, and II mel!-orient:c;d. These narcissistic at ti tud ':"s 

have infiltrated the sports world, creating a situation in which 

the very qualities from which ~e try to escape through sports are 

now present in sports. 

Therefore, the type of society for which we are looking is 
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one free from these narcissistic qualities. First, all men 

(and women) think for themselves. Hen are not influenced by 

the consumer media, corporations, the government, or television to 

be someone they cannot or need not be. Men ask questions: they 

criticize, question, and are unsatisfied with the generations and 

happenings before them. 

In addition, our special society is made up of integrated 

people. An integrated person sees the relationships in the 
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society and in the world; and he struggles with intellectual 

problems. An integrated person is a caring and sensitive person 

because he Bees how his actions affect other peopla. H8 understands 

that to be a successful person he must work with tho people in 

his society and not with his own selfish interests. 

Finally, another quality of a good society is that the 

people have the power to change it. In our society today change 

is a long, tedious, and next-to-impossible task because of 

bureaucracy and tho power structure of the elite. Certainly, 

there are superficial changos such as fads or innovations. However, 

only a deeply-rooted effort can bring about the change needed to 

make today's society a good society. In addition to possessjng 

the power to make change, ths people exercise this power in a 

good society. It is not (,nough to care: only concret,,? resul ts ar 0; 

acceptable. 

Obviously, if our society were to attain this ideal, many 

of our problems, including our sports problems, would bo solved. 

Therefore, one way to correct our sports problems is by changing 

our society. Of course, one can see that it would take generations 



of work to change our society toward this ideal. Perhaps there 

are some remedios we can offer within the sports system itself. 
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First, we must educate our parents, school officials, league 

administrators, and coaches that sports have many benefits that 

must be made available to all interested children. Winning should 

be one goal, but not the ultimate goal. We should ospecially 

teach our young children who are just starting in sports that 

dOing your best, learning new skills, having fun, and making friends 

are just as important as winning. In addition, leagues for children 

at least up through middle school level should be organized with 

the purrlose of letting overyone play. Too often tho:? early-d eveloping 

children so dominate all other participants that by the time the 

other child~en grow and become skilled players, they are already 

au t of the program. 

Activities should also be developed to interest all young

sters, not ,just those who like team sports. Tennis, gymnastics, 

rollfT [)kating, golf, track and fiold, swimming, and dance are 

examples of this type of activity. 

How can poople be educated and their attitudes changed? 

Articles in magazines and newspapers, speakers on tolevision, and 

other uses of the media could accomplish much. I think that 

athletic organizations who owe a groat debt to the school and 

recreation programs for furnishing them with athletes should 

repay part of this debt by helping fund and furnish this education. 

Perhaps if professional lcagu,::s and college organizations wore to 

do this, they would find in years to come the type of athletes 

that their programs have b(~en lacking: athletes vvho are total 



people, who do not center their lives on a sport; and athletes 

who have tht~ proper attitude toward sport, who will not destroy 

what we have. 

Another imuortant attitude that must be changed is that ... 
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emphasis upon team sports. Peoplo do "grow out" of team sports. 

For example, what does a football player do after he is no longer 

in an organized football program? It is often difficult for an 

athlE:lte who wants to continue to engage in team sports to find 

enough ~articipants and suitabl facilities to do so. Therefore, 

amateur athletic organizations, our government, corporations, 

colleges and universities, and city recreation programs must develop 

the faci.li t~Les and programs n!JC cssary to get people ou t of their 

seats aLd into some exercise program, particularly a lifelong 

activity discussed before. Watching sports on television is fine, 

unless you do nothing else. 

Finally, tho problems of collclge and professional sports 

have been t~10roughly discussed by many critics. These same men 

have also offered their own solutions to these problems. I think 

that the governing bodies of men's and women's intercollegiato 

sports, the NCAA and JIAW, respoctively, are doing a commendable 

job in their efforts to keep sports honest. However, I think that 

they should go as far as barrir:g from intercollegiate sports 

coaches who daliberately violate the rules. These men and women 

arc doing irreparable harm to athletes and athletic programs.by 

their acts and should bo punished accordingly. 

In my opinion, prOfessional sports will continue to experience 

the probloms that they havo beon suffering over the last decade. 
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Something will hav::; to give: perhaps thl~ fans, who vlill be unable 

to afford thesE sports; the owners, who will also run out of capital; 

or maybe the players will price themselves out of a job. However, 

professional sports do have a place in our society and our sports 

world, and I hope that they can avoid ruin and continue to function. 

Writing this paper has given me an opportunity to take an 

imaginative trip through the ~norld of sports. I have exaInined 

sports in a personal way, by reflecting on my Gxperiences and 

achil::vf':lYCntE,; and in an intell'3ctual way, by examining values, 

our society, sports as a roligion, the problems and benefits of 

sports, and my ideal of sports and society. 

Now that my journey has been completed, I can state con

clusively t'1at a person is not necessarily IIjustll an athlete or a 

mindless sp3ctator of sports. Most people who indulge in sports 

in a certain capacity do so because of a need or desire: tho need 

to compete, to dream, to become physically fit, to discover himself 

or hers,:;lf, to d()velo 8 bonds 01' friendship, and to 'I'd tncss bGauty 

and per fcc tion. SlJOrts arc not perf ec t, bu t nei thr:Y' arc many partE; 

of our society. Sports are an integral and essential part of our 

society. My defense rGsts. 
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